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G.A. TO LEGISLATE OR TO VEGETATE? 
• • 
Who's .Who 
Candidates 
On Campus 
On May 7, 1971 a letter was 
sent to all faculty members 
(through the Department 
Chairman), Administrators 
and members of the Student 
Executive Board to submit 
their suggestions for students 
to be named to the honor of 
Who's Who. 
On May 14, 1971 a meeting 
was held to decide candidates 
deserving of the Who's Who 
honor. The committee was 
composed of the following: L. 
Morgan Lavin, chairman, 
Reverand Eugene Grollmes, 
S.J., M. Constance Keough, 
John Lamb, Reverend · Ed-
ward Maginnis, S.J., Br. 
Frank Ozog, Mr. Rudy 
Sporich, and Reverend 
Harold Stansell, S.J. 
The criteria . given by the 
Who's Who form for selection 
are that the recipients be at 
least of Junior standing for 
the Fall semester, 1971-72. 
The campus nominating com-
mittee should consider in 
making their selections the 
students scholarship, his par-
ticipation in academic and 
extra-curricular activities 
his citizenship, service to th~ 
school, and his promise of 
fu.tu~V> M'o#'.a/~ 
"'rnere were \\t'ty-\ouT naTnes 
submitted and from these, 
eleven were unanimously 
chosen. The following are the 
Who's Who in American Uni-
versities and Colleges: 
Miss Wanda Jean Bartholo-
mew 
Mr. William Thomas Hart 
Mr. Gregory Joseph Rene-
mann 
Mr. Dennis Richard Hurley 
Mr. Jerry Dale Kruse 
Miss Barbara Mary Lawler · 
Mr. James Francis Mitchell 
Mr. John Martin Nihill 
Miss Mary Ann Ohanian 
Mr. David Donald Roth 
Mr. John Alfred Rubey 
We wish to extend our con-
gratulations to these de-
serving students. 
---------
The Regis College pool now has 
new expanded hours and 
swimming will be co-ed. The new 
hours are from 6: 30 - 10: 00 p.m. 
In conjunction with the new 
swimming hours, starting 
October 11, 1971, all sections of 
the gym may be utilized until 
10:00p.m. 
---------Service fraternity 
Alpha Phi Omega 
Holds first meeting 
Attention· all male student& 
interested in service to his 
country, community, and 
campus. There w·m be a meeting 
October 13, 1971 in the library, 
rooms 201 and 202 for those 
interested in Alpha Phi Omega. 
A.P.O. is the largest and the 
oldest fraternity in the nation and 
it is dedicated to service. The 
meeting will be called to order at 
7:00p.m. Come and see what it is 
about and join. 
BROW 
Student Senate 
Awaits Answer 
From Trustees 
During the past few weeks 
the Executive Board ha~ 
been waging a battle against 
the administrators to deter-
mine if student government 
means anything or if it is a 
mere puppet or token body. 
Ordinary Administrative 
stalls have prolonged the 
issue. 
The Executive Board 
brought the question, does 
student government mean 
anything or does it have any 
power, to the forefront by in-
troducing two bills in the 
General Assembly, the stu-
dent legislative body. One bill 
concerned hard liquor drink-
ing in the dorms for those 21 
and over, the other concerned 
24 hr. open 'house. Both bills 
passed. According to the 
Student Senate constitution, 
t these passed bills should be-
come law. The administra-
tion disagrees. 
After a meeting with L. Mor-
gan Lavin, Dean of Students 
President Casey, :the Execu~ 
tive Board was told that the 
Board of Tr_:ustees couldn't 
consider the case until late 
October or early November. 
A qualified inside source be-
lieves that the administration 
will stall until the students be-
top! . 
Responding to that, the Ex-
ecutive Board said that the 
administration will have to 
give them an answer on this 
question. (See editorial page 
two) 
---------
Athletic Qepartment Outlines Budget ELECTION 
RESULTS Mr. Lou Kellogg, Regis Athletic Director, has outlined the following athletic budget for 1971-72. The budget, exclusive of 
salaries, plant operation and 
grants-in-aid, totals $20,773. Of 
this figure, $7,500 goes to basket-
ball, $3,900 to intramurals, $2,400 
to baseball, $950 to track and 
cross country, $850 to skiing, and 
$700 each to soccer, tennis, 
swimming, and golf. $1,500 pay 
part time coach's salaries, and 
$873 goes to health insurance for 
all members of the 
intercollegiate teams. 
Transportation, lodging and 
meals for the teams on the road 
account for the greatest part of 
the expenses. Officials for the ten 
home basketball games will cost 
$850. The department also must 
purchase equipment, provide 
maintenance such as new tennis 
nets and lime for the baseball 
field. 
The gate receipts from last year 
were about $600, which went to 
the general school fund. In return 
the school provided the utilities 
for the field house. This year's 
budget is $400 less for basketball 
and $650 greater for the other 
sports combined, a net increase 
of $150 or 0.7% over last year. 
Inflation in this period has been 
about6%. 
The salaries of the athletic 
department personnel are in the 
regular academic budget, not the 
athletic budget, because the 
coaches teach as well as coach. 
Somewhat separate from tne 
budget mentioned above are the 
grants-in-aid (scholar-ships). Of 
the 27 grants which cover tuition, 
books and fees, basketball gets 
15, baseball 6, track 3, golf 1, 
swimming 1, and tennis l. Each 
grant can be divided so that, for 
instance, four players might 
each receive 114 of the tennis 
grant. Mr. Kellog estimates the 
dollar value of a grant-in-aid at 
about $1,800, which means a total 
value for the 27 of about $48,600. 
The same number of grants are 
being given this year as last, but 
due to the large increase in 
tuition, the dollar value is 
substantially higher this year. 
The grants to athletes are 
regulated by the Rocky Mountain 
Athletic Conference. The limits 
set by the Conference are: 
basketball 15, baseball 15, track 
15, swimming 9, golf and tennis 5 
each. The soccer and ski teams. 
don't receive any grants because 
they are in different leagues. 
Other schools in the Conference 
gave no grant-in-aid in some 
sports. That information follows: 
Eight (8) schools give no grant-
in-aid in tennis. 
Five (5) in golf. 
Three (3) in baseball. 
Mr. Kellogg said that he would 
be happy to talk to individual 
students who have questions 
about the · budget. He is also 
pleased to welcome two new 
members to his department. 
Miss Kay Johnson is handling the 
women's P.E. and ·intramural 
programs. Mr. Larry Franca, a 
1971 Regis graduate, is the first 
full time trainer at Regis. 
---------A Beginning 
The era of the new fraternity 
has arrived. Under the faultless 
leadership of the "Great 
Cahuna", Ruma Guma's (pro-
nounced OOMA-GOOMA) status 
has been enhanced by the 
inductance of Mary Travers as 
Ruma Guma's first honorary 
Little Sister. 
Though in its fetal period, 
Ruma Guma displays an updated 
image to the pseudo-world of 
fraternities. Departing from the 
snobbery, formality and 
drudgery of pledging, Ruma 
Guma substitutes this with 
socializing, the primary purpose · 
of fraternities. 
With the subsidiary Little 
Sisters well founded, · Ruma 
Guma has advanced greatly, and 
is currently becoming a func-
tioning, fun-loving organization. 
IT IS NO RUMA. HERE IS 
RUMAGUMA!! 
When asked if she would 
become a Little Sister Of Ruma 
Guma, Mary Travers replied 
"Whatever it is, if it doesn't hurt, 
it's OK by me." 
In the Friday, October 1 
elections, most of the 
positions for the Freshman 
Class officers were captured 
by the Alternate Means 
Committee. Mike Short, its 
front runner, will take the 
post of President, while 
Kathy Triece will assume the 
Vice-Presidency. On the post 
of Secretary, Kiki Gleeson of 
the O'Brian-Foley-Gleeson-
Randall party helped to make 
a sweep by the AMC 
incomplete. The position of 
Treasurer was undecided, 
the vote being tied between 
Jim Huggins of the AMC and 
Eddie . Wahl of John 
Marcucci's party. The run-off 
election will be held today, 
OctoberS. 
In the General Assembly 
elections representing the 
dorm students will be Mike 
Gleeson, Tom Shea, Bob 
Hayes, Joe Volk, Skip Wrape, 
and Steve Demmitt. 
The six candidates chosen 
by the day students are Bill 
St. John, John Phillips, Larry 
Worth, Bob LarScheidt, Steve 
Charles, and Jim Shonsey. 
---( 
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B :e":!~ EDITORIAL 
Last week the issue of student power came to a peak when 
the Student Senate questioned the powers of student govern-
ment. ~o inform the unaware, the General Assembly passed two 
bills, one .concerning 24 hour open house , one of possession 
of ha~d 1.1quor for 21 year olds and older students in the 
dorm1tones. By large margins, both bills breezed through 
the General Assembly. · 
:r'he Constitution of the Student Senate, in Article II Sec-
tiOn C, Subsection 2, states, ''The General Assembly' shall 
have the power to enact legislation that it deems fit and 
proper for the betterment of the Regis College Student 
Senate." 
According to the executive board's interpretation, the 
Gene.ral Assembly can propose any necessary proposition, 
and 1.f passed, the bill automatically becomes law. After 
draftmg the constitution three years ago, an affirmative 
vote .b~ the ~tudents at least a non-negative response by the 
admmJstratwn, legalized the present constitution. Un-
fortunately, the Regis bigwigs have ignored this clause in 
the Senate constitution. They consider the bills to be mere 
recommendations to the Dean of Students, the Academic Dea~ and the President of this College, rather than· to 
cons1der them laws. · T.h~s ha~ n?w been challenged. Accordingly, the ad-
m~mstratJon IS stalling for time. Certainly this is a common 
tnck of this administration or any administration that has 
ever been at this college. 
The Executive Board feels that the General 'Assembly 
sho.uld be soverign concerning student affairs. They also 
bel~eve the student body to be responsible enough to handle 
their o~n concerns. They know that the students are no 
lo~g.er mf.ants and disdain parential guidance from .the ad-
mlmstratwn. From these observations we conclude that 
~tudent government should become a true government 
mstead of a requesting organization. 
Unles~ the students unite with the sentiments of the 
~x.ecutJve Boa~d, the ad~inistration will continue their 
h1?e and seek stall tactics. The administration will have 
to listen to all of us. 
But that means all of us. , 
If this attempt fails for student rights , then why the hell 
should we b?ther with the General Assembly or student 
g.ov~rnment 1f all we can do is ask our motherly administra-
tiOn 1f we can have our due allowance? 
.... 
Kevin T. O'Connor Editor John M. Lamb- President 
L-••-·- T..-
Dear Editor 
On Tuesda;. September 28 
Regis College hosted a clini~ 
for approximately 200 high 
school counselors and 30 
c?!lege and university admis-
SIOn officers from Colorado 
The · · .- · partiCipants reacted 
very favo.rably to what Regis 
College IS doing academi-
cally and socially with one 
maJOr exception. Many of the 
co~nsel.ors involved w'ere 
q.Ulte disturbed by the condi-
tiOns of the fieldhouse rest-
rooms, and Fieldhouse Room 
?.- As most of you are aware, a 
Beer-Band" dance was held 
the Saturday before -
s It' · ' re u mg m a considerable 
mess. The people responsible 
fo~ the dance did a rather ad-
nyra?le job of clean-up con-
Sldenng the numbers in-
volved and the fact that the ~ad no guidelines as to wha~ 
Js required for clean-up. I 
would su~gest that in the 
future, gUidelines be set down -
for organizations sponsoring 
even~s as to what clean-up is 
reqUired and who is going to 
accomplish it. I would also 
call upon all students at 
'f'l.v -£-,Jltv•-
~egis to be aware of their ac-
twns and to attempt to keep 
the c~mpus facilities _ i.e. , 
dormitory halls, lobbies, stu-
dent center facilities, Held-
house and grounds - as clean 
as possible, as we do have 
many conferences and 
speakers on campus 
~hfoughout the year. Hope-
u lY. we can once again put 
eur . ~est foot forward in 
Regis ~uest for improved 
commumty relations. _ 
Sincerely, 
Greg A. Peterman 
Dear Editor 
. This year's' food committee 
IS composed of eleven stu-
dents and four of the em-
ploy:es of ARA Slater. Repre-
sentmg ARA are M Fl rs . o~ence Shields, Bob 
HavJce, Melvin Busby, and 
Ewald Tuchcherer. The stu-
dent representatives are Jim 
Meurer (Chairman), Joe 
Yolk, Bob Hayes, Katie Noce 
Kevin Finley, (residents of 
O'Connell Hall) Kit Bickes 
Gerri Gerhard, Julie Letour~ 
~eau (residents of DeSmet 
all) Jack Turek, (resident 
(continued on page 6) 
The Brown and G ld · bl' h - h . . 0 ts pu ts ed bi-weekly during the school 
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. mtn.stratton, faculty, or student body. 
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ppe .......................... . A . Pat C · ............................. sststant Editor 
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Collegians and Politics ~ 
what they consider the nuisance of 
bothersome untextured idealism. To expect 
the day to day Democrat to open his arms to a 
group of rank amateurs is like expecting 
Jackie and Ari to invite the Beverly Hillbillies 
over for a drink. It just isn't going to happen. 
Those college types that volunteer are fine 
window dressing, but that's all. 
What this College needs is a good strong 
conservative organization. It also needs a 
good strong liberal o'rganization. It needs a 
t.:ollege Democrat group and /or a College 
Republican organization. With apologies to 
Michael Hanagan, odds are that when election 
time comes around next year it still won't 
haveany. ' 
All of that seems somewhat distressing, 
especially in view of the massive effort being 
made to reap the harvest of votes of which 
Regis student is a part. Fifty people belong to 
the Concert Choir, more people than ever 
belonged to the YD's and YAF combined at 
any point in recent memory. At the high point 
of the Salmon or Gallagher campaigns, fifty 
people, a little more than 3 ·percent of the 
Ranch's enrollment, would have been 
invaluable. 
Second, politics, on any level, is hard 
expensive work. It is either a vocation fo; 
fanatics or an avocation for those rich enough 
not to worry about anything else. While the 
Italian Club is fun and Choir can be taken for 
credit, an area that promises hard work and 
dubious reward is bound to come in far down 
the ladder. 
Third, much to our credit, younger voters 
So how come, if we are the best informed, 
best educated, best fed group of young voters 
in history , we don't participate ip the political 
system to any greater extent than do our 
parents? The number of possible conclusions 
·to that question provides enough ammunition 
to alienate almost everybody. A few obser-
are not quite so eager to follow any leadership 
off th~ end of the world. When Y AF denounced 
the President, it lost a huge portion of its 
membership. Had the recent Denver mayoral 
race been McNichols-Shoemaker, the number 
of otherwise "Democratic" students working 
for the party cause would have been insig-
nificant. · 
vations, however, do come to mind. The conclusion that derives from all this is 
First, no matter how loudly the candidates that those people who saw an entry of high 
for either party declare their desire to involve school civics idealism as a salvation, have 
our generation, the door is essentially closed been kidding themselves and everybody else. ~o young people when it comes to involvement Despite the politely patronizing pitch of 
m the real machinery of running parties. Part Muskie and Kennedy or the desperate grasp 
of this is justified. Too many people have of John V. Lindsey, the effect of the entry of 
expected the right to vote to be a blank check the age-18 voters will be of minimal import to 
fo: entry into a system of party government the two party system. Since the real power in 
w1thout any practical background. In short, American politics rests in that system, the ~he _average student who might have been effect on the course of national events will be 
mchned toward politics has been told how just as small. The membership of the "youth 
smart he is so often that knocking on doors bloc" has neither the inclination nor the 
seems ignominious to say the least. ability to radically alter the structure of the 
Equally important, though, is the fact that old order. To this writer, that is probably the 
membership in that vast group called the best effect of the political travesty that the'" "par~y faithful_" is on a par with any country media and the Madison Avenue Politicians on ' 
club m the natwn. The rank and file of either both teams have made of the 26th 
...... h:~---=--~···...-...~ ~ _ ArnPnnrne.nt. ;zvv.c.« ~•-:, • ..-.... --, 
Father s Rules Of Order ·· ~ ~ 
By now, most of us are aware of 
th~ exlstance of a search com-
mittee, charged with the monu-
men~al task of finding a new 
Pres1dent for Regis College: How-
ever, the method by which the 
Board of Trustees selected ·the 
member~ to serve on this com-
mittee still remains clouded, a~d 
the other day I decided that -t 
was high time someone found o~t 
what those guys really do_ 
Of course uncovering the facts 
surroundmg this particular de-
CISIOn soon became impossible ?ut I was tipped off as to the ex~ 
!Stance of a transcript of a 
Trus~ee meeting at another 
Jcsmt college. Moreover th . 
ob· r . elr jec lve was the same - the 
establishment of a search com-
mittee. Therefore. in the honored 
trad1t10n of slander and 1 f 1· - my ove 
o awsmts, I present to you a 
typical meeting of a t . I 
B 
yp1ca 
oard of· Trustees at a t . 1 J ' y~~ 
esmt college typically loc-ated 
somewhere. 
As the meeting began. the secre-
tary wa.s preparing herself for 
note-takmg, the chairman, by the 
name of Casey, was crossing his 
legs !n t_he manner of an educated 
Bostoman, Fr. Stansell a me~ber. had just located , his 
chair, and a second member ~err. Verdieck, was puffing 0~ 
~1s Cigarette from behind a 12_ 
I mch m~uthpiece . Two members 
, were still absent, but the trusty 
I 
bottle of scotch was resting on 
the table. 
"Where 's Miller and Baker?" 
Casey growled. _ 
Just then Frs. Miller and Baker 
strode m. each daintily holding a 
cu~ of tea, reciting lines from 
their respective Chaucerian 
tales. 
"Who are those jokers·•" 
- "h . !I 
Wit g. edward lauby.:w 
"A f W Stansell whispered. ny urther nominations?''" 
·~our classical influence?" s~ggest:d the secretary. · • 
All nght," Chairman Casey 
beg~n, "let's get down to 
busmess.:· Suddenly a wad of 
paper ..sailed past his face and 
landed neatly in a nearby waste-
basket. 
Casey queried. I<\ 
Herr Verdieck, the -token Aryan;:. 
ro~e to his feet. "A Ill rrright I m~ne gentl~ment, in keepini, 
mmdt der fme traditions of der 
old country, I vould like to'· 
recomment Frauline Fehre- -
bach." 
"What was that?" C 
growJed. asey 
"The proceeding's guidelines? .. 
the secretary speculated. . 
~r- Miller jumped suddenly t 
his feet. "Gentlemen I h o 
nomination! · · ' ave a 
"You what?" 
"I have a nomination for the 
search committee'.. Miller 
repeated emphatically "A h' hi · · s one lg ~ mterested in a scientific-
class!slst president I 
. · move we 
unammously elect the Wizard of 
Ozog to the committee 
"Who der hell is'dat? .. H V 
dieck demanded h. err er-d - - · IS monocle 
roppmg from his eye 
_"I'll answer that,''. Fr. B k 
mterupted. "Once upon a ~n':~ 
there.was a farm in Kansas and 
on thiS farm lived a girl ' 
Dorothy .. _" named 
More paper flew across th 
room: a nicely-aimed e b.~uncedoffBaker'snose. wad 
Get to der point .. V d' demanded. · er 1eck 
"Sorry .. 
"W II . . . conceded Baker 
e . to make a long stor . sho~, after many terrif . Y ~enences, Dorothy finali:n!ae;-
lt to the Wizard of 0 e 
proved to be a man ofzsoug~hand he 
that he was abl t • power 
problems... e o solve all her 
Everyone generally w b agreed it 
as a eautiful story and 0 
was unanimously acc.epted zo~ 
appropriately appointed Chan 
man of the committee. a!r-
"I -second the nomination .. 
grumbled StanselL ' 
"Why the hell should we have a 
woman?" demanded Casey · 
"T k · . 0 emsm?" the secretary 
suggested. 
::vawol'" snapped Verdieck. 
Before we continue,.. inter-
rupted Casey, "I would like to : 
a:..k someone to make the" 
Christian effort of going after 
more booze." 
"No need for that," stated Fr." 
Miller, violently shaking his._ 
sl,eeve · - · "Presto! " he shouted,,~ 
and there on the table sat a fresh'· 
bottle. -,'l 
"H~oray, bravo, amazing, in-
cr~d!ble! " everyone yelled. Fr. , 
Miller gave a congenial nod of 
acceptance. · 
For the next half hour Baker 
and Miller had a guzzling match, 
Baker coming out slightly on top, · 
t~e secretary and Casey told 
dirty stories to each other and 
Herr Verdieck had a heated dis-
cussion with Stansell. on the 
merits of the new Jewish Culture 
c~ass. Finally Fr. Casey, ob-
vwusly upset, removed his shoe 
and angrily beat it on the table, 
demanding order. 
"Any further suggestions? .. he 
asked. 
"More booze!. ~ someone replied 
heartily. 
"Anymore suggestions for the 
search committee?.. Casey 
- emphasized, his voice growing 
tougher. _ ~ (contmued on p;1ge I) 
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Feature:. William Kelly (Education Department) Interviewed 
By Joe Vendegma masters . · 
" . . . _ m secondary its coedu t" 1 I take th1s mtervtew to education at St. Louis ca wna endea-~ean . that I'm being University. I taught three vors that there is no way 
mtervtewed as part of the years at . Marquette you can say it is typical 
?e~a~tment and not as an University high school in because it isn' t. I am 
mdtvtdual because I think Milwaukee and three extremely pleased with 
the department deserves years in the Catholic the improvement of the 
some publ_icity on campus school system in Denver. 1 attitude of the boys ~or the stndes it has made am currently enrolled in towards the girls this 
m . th: last two years." the PHD program in year. I am afraid it was 
Shtrkmg off personal educational admin- the typical Jesuit high 
credit William Patrick istration at the University school approach towards 
Kelly humbly acknow- of Colorado. I've also been girls last year by many of 
!edged he felt the Brown in industry for four years the upperclassmen. I 
think the girls suffered a 
"Why did you come to Regis College?" 
a!ld Gold was featuring 
him because of the strides 
the Department of 
Edf.!cation has made at 
Re%lS Co\\e%e. Koweve-r, 
we feel that this shed a lot 
of light on the kind of man 
Bill Kelly is. 
It was an early Tuesday 
morning in the education 
offices in Dayton Library 
as a youthful, handsome 
looking man started 
telling it ·like it is. "Why 
did you "come to Regis 
College?" "Well, there 
are many reasons why I 
came to Regis College. 
The main reason was that 
as a teacher and 
administrator for several 
years I saw what I thought 
was an apparent lack of 
consistency and profess-
ionalism in teacher 
education. I saw so many 
teachers who had a good 
number of years 
experience, as well as 
those young teachers, who 
completely resisted any 
form of supervision or 
cooperation from admin-
istration in helping them 
become better teachers 
and I felt that this was the 
way that I could probably 
influence the field of 
education and the field 
teacher training in the 
most essential way.'' 
''Tell us something about 
your background, Mr. 
Kelly." "Well, I was born 
in Des Moines, Iowa, and 
attended schools there and 
finished high scpool at 
Creighton Prep in Omaha. 
I graduated from 
Creighton University with 
a bachelors of science 
degree and got my 
- three of those years as a 
salesman." 
"What are you doing here 
at Re.eis?" "I view rov \\UT\><>s.~ at- R.~~is. coueg.e 
in a number of ways. 1 
have very little use for the 
person who comes to 
school whether it be 
elementary, secondary or 
college and who does 
nothing but teach and has 
no contact with the 
students. Therefore, this 
person does nothing to 
help the institution as a 
whole. I consider my job 
at Regis to be one of 
contributing to the whole 
of Regis College, as well 
as the department of 
education and the students 
with whom I come in 
contact. As a result of this 
I am intimately involved 
in five very important 
committees, not the least 
of which is the continuing 
counseling program for 
the freshmen. I feel it is 
my duty to become 
involved in as many things 
as I can reasonably 
handle. I don't look upon 
Regis College as a job -
but as a way of life.'' 
After hearing this last 
statement we got the 
impression Bill Kelly 
meant what he said. His 
relaxed, yet pojnted 
remarks made for a good 
atmosphere. 
"Is Regis your idea of a 
Jesuit coeducational insti-
tution?" "I am not really 
sure what a Jesuit coedu-
cational institution is 
supposed to be. You imply 
there is some sort of 
stereotype and in that 
sense Regis is not stereo-
typed. I think it's so new in 
great deal and I see this 
year that there is mure of 
an equality between boys 
and girls in the boys' eyes. 
Of course, it's going to 
make the institution better 
as a whole. I guess the 
women's lib would like to 
hear that." 
''As long as we're on the 
topic of students - do you 
think they are apathetic? " 
''I'm not sure they are 
more apathetic than when 
~ was in college. I 
certainly hate to say that. 
Many of us were apathetic 
twenty years ago. I think 
--if there is more apathy 
today it is the fault of the 
society and not the 
student. What society has 
done to the student is to 
tell him when he's five 
&Efi'J"tfyJ'~ utCZ~. "W,~aDlb.ufll~ 
get of.f. unti\ you iinish that 
sixteenth year of school--
and then when you finish 
your ,sixteenth year 
there's no place for you on 
the labor market. We 
really don't want you to do 
anything, we don't even 
want you to grow up. We 
want you to go to graduate 
school or travel abroad, 
and we don't have any 
teaching jobs for you or 
any jobs in industry. So 
- it's a little hard for a 
student to go to college 
with the idea that he's 
going to get a job when 
society has already 
determined that he's 
probably not going to be 
even employable. So I 
think if there is apathy, 
there's a reason for it." 
As the interview went on 
we were beginning to see a 
genuine concern for 
students expressed by Bill 
·Kelly. It was not spiced 
with statistical generali-
zations or hardfast 
proposals but with a real 
understanding and em-
pathy for the students' 
problems. 
"There have been 
several complaints by 
college students that 
education courses are a 
waste of time. Would you 
care to comment, Mr. 
Kelly?" "Oh, I'd love to. I 
think education courses in 
general can be a total 
waste of time. The more 
meaningful education 
courses are the ones that 
are practical. For 
example, it's impossible 
to "teach" someone an 
education course - you 
can' t do it. The people who 
get the most ·out of 
educational psychology, 
for example, are those 
who have taught ten 
years. They come back 
and then they have 
questions like'how do kids 
learn' , and 'why do they 
learn' .' ' 
How do schools in the 
metropolitan area feel 
about Regis student 
teachers?" "In the past 
Regis hasn't placed many 
student teachers, for 
example, in the Denver 
Public Schools. This year 
we have some five student 
teachers in the DPS. I 
have heard nothing but 
praise for these student 
teachers. I think the 
number of graduates from 
Regis who have gone into 
the metropolitan area as 
teachers has been small 
but the quality has been 
great.'' 
"We have talked a Jot 
about education - so let's 
talk just a little more 
about you. What do you do 
with your spare time?" 
"Don't let my wife hear 
.r.sw."s-v:.Ml'!,\:.~ {\ Jr.iE>-WJ{¥ 
have?" "Three - the 
oldest is five.'' 
"There is on thing that 
we haven't touched on and 
you are probably 
wondering why. How do 
you feel a bout the 
presidential situation at 
Regis? " "I feel very 
strongly about this. I've 
known Father Casey a 
number of years. I have 
the highest regard for him 
as an administrator, and 
even more importantly, as 
a person. I am extremely 
sorry that he is not a 
candidate for the 
presidency of Regis 
College. I feel that this 
year is going to be a great 
year, due in part to Father 
Casey's leadership. I 
would like to see him stay 
on indefinately." 
"Mr. Kelly is there 
anything you'd care to 
touch upon that we 
haven ' t? Or clarify 
a.nythin?? ,, , 'Yes, I know 
1 m gomg to be picked 
apart for what I said about 
education courses if not 
from the people here at 
Regis from my peers at 
other universities . 
Therefore, I want to say 
the education courses I 
to'iW ren'--uam:e'rtu u r ute-
··oon't let my wife hear you say that." 
Kelly's face. "To be quite 
honest - I don't really 
have any spare time. I 
devote a fair amount of 
time each week to Regis, 
either through my classes 
or through the various 
committees. I also find a 
little time to play football 
for the best intermural 
football team on the 
campus, the Royal Sons of 
Alpha Kappa Psi. Any 
spare time I have I spend 
with my family and we do 
such things as take the 
kids to the mountains, and 
football games. I try to 
keep my ·contact with 
them because I think it's 
very important." . "How 
many children do you 
past. .It has nothing to do 
with Regis at the present 
. time. The last thing I 
would like to say is that 
this college has · a good 
-future only if the faculty 
and students get 
interested in it. If it's only 
the place you come to get 
your fifteen hours credit 
or to fulfill the twelve hour 
teaching load you've-been 
given by the dean, this 
college will never flourish 
- it may exist but it will 
never live." 
"Thank you, -Mr. Kelly, 
for your time and your 
effort in making this a 
·good interview. '' 
"Thank you. " -
J 
.. ~ ! 
I 
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·FRESHMAN COUNSELING PROGRAM 71-72 
The Dean of the College, 
Rev. Eugene E. Grommes, 
S.J., has asked the faculty to 
participate in a continuing 
counseling program for 
freshman. The main purpose 
of the program is to insure 
that freshmen will have 
access to a personal advisor 
for matters relating to their 
academic life at Regis. Each 
advisor will be assigned 12 
freshmen and the advisor will 
be responsible for es-
tablishing a time for a 
meeting with these 12 people 
in group sessions twice a 
semester, and for being 
available to the individual at 
a mutually convenient time. 
This program is intended to 
aid and augment the work 
already being done by the 
Counseling Office. 
Group I Faculty member -
Dr. Stephen Valente. 
Students: Connie Boden, 
Thomas Cannon, Douglas 
Cummings, Algirdas ·Dam-
brava, ELiward Doyle, 
William Hanagan, Susan 
Hubbell, Joyce Irsick, Edith 
Marusiak, Ryan Miller, John 
Rupp, Tim Shea. 
Group II Faculty member-
Dr . Michael Connor. 
Students: Reselinda Apple-
hans, Tim Conroy, Vincent 
Ford , Marilyn Hansen, 
J ames Holt , Lauri Houle, 
Catherine Mengarelli, Steven 
Naber, James O'Neill , Scott 
Patterson, Jean Schiff, 
Stephen Vialpando. 
Mrs. Richard -Fortin, S.J. 
Marilyn Ohlendorf, David 
Papa~~. Elizabeth Radford, 
Mary Staab, Debbie Starr, 
Nathaniel Sterling, Nancy 
Sullivan, Nancy Swindel. 
Group VII Faculty member 
DeRose, Robert Eaton, 
Patricia Helberg, Sheila 
Jordan, Colleen Keane, Chris 
Larson, Debra Pitner, Tim 
Scheider, Marcie Sullivan. 
Group XV Faculty member 
Mr. Philip Farley. 
- Mr. Pete McLaughlin. 
Students: Mary Berigan, 
Brian Buckley, Holly Butzen, 
Babette Davis, Kathryn 
Dimanna, Mike Fink, Paul 
Fusz, Sharon Killen, Kevin 
Lanigan, Terrence Ryan, 
Donald Schauerte, JoAnn 
Schlicht. 
Group VIII Faculty member 
Mr. Richard Bowles. 
Students: Michael Andrew, 
Mary Bohling, Frank 
Brzowski, Lelona Cornall, 
Mary Pat Gauthier, Virginia 
Higgins, James Huggins, 
James Maciel, Matthew 
McFadden, Margaret 
O'Brien, Pat O'Laughlin , 
Edward Posselius. 
Group IX Faculty member -
Rev. Edward Maginnis, S.J . 
Students: Tom Belford 
Brian Brada , Kathlee~ 
Crowley , Stephen Franley, 
Robert Garber, Marka 
Hansen, Mary King, Jeanne 
McAvoy, Angela Mohatt , 
Nancy Morrill, Anne Rieke, 
Tim Tracy. 
Group X Faculty member -
Rev. Robert Murphy , S.J . 
Students: Michael Baldwin, 
J a nice Bannon, Alan 
Bushbaum, Mary Clement, 
Pat Coyne, Kathleen Cronon, 
Stephen Donahoe, Margaret 
Dunn, Ernest Dutcher, Jueli 
Hogan,. Fernande Pacheco, 
Rne.Y. ,_ ~· - ·- ~ -----
Group XI Faculty member_ 
Rev· Michael Garland, S.J. 
Students: Thereasa Baab 
Daniel Barnes, Steve~ 
Bullard, Dorothy Callahan 
Pat Finucane, Michaei 
Flower, Eddie Lewis 
Jack_son, Eugene Malloy, 
Patnck O'Brien, Stephen 
Papale, Sheila Robinson 
Donna Smith.· ' 
Group XII Faculty member 
Dr. Lester Bundy. 
Students: Mohammad Azizi 
David Bach, Megan Boyle: 
Students: Richard Beitz, 
Lawrence Doerr, Kevin 
Finley, David Foley, David 
Gerstner, Edward L. 
Jackson, Kathleen Ly)tge, 
Lisa Marrazino, Donna 
Moschetti, Paul Smith, 
Lindsey West. . 
Group XVI Faculty member 
- Dr. Deborah Gaensbauer. 
Students: Louise Barnes, 
Leon Braunagel, Mary 
Creadon, James Green, 
Phillip Jaeger, Susan Jones, 
Dan Kehoe, Mary Keitel, 
Kathleen Kelly, Chris 
Nichols , Mary Scherer, 
Michael Walker. 
Group XVII Faculty member 
- Mrs. Joanne Donovan. 
Students: David Faustin , 
Cyril Gatewood, John Gissal, 
Michael Haberkorn, Nancy 
Kelly , John Lewis, Michael 
McGonigle, Stephen Merritt, 
Michael Mulvihill, Dale 
Whitten, Mary Rollings, 
Mary Beth Smaldone. 
Group XVIII Faculty 
member ~ Mr. Paul Sloan. 
Students: Richard Blum, 
Bridget Connealy, Deborah 
Farritor, Robert Gohsman, 
,Robert Hamblin, Craig 
Kerschen, Daniel Lippe, 
Michaele MacDonald, Robert 
McNutt, Ricky Muller, Ellen 
Schroeder. 
Mr. Jim Gi\sinan. 
Students: William Coffey, 
Paul Harris, Mary Janak, 
Joseph Kennedy, Andrew 
Lechenberg, Winslow Mills, 
Ann Morales, Sharon 
Preston, Thomas Roach 
Stephanie Virgil, Edgi~ 
Walrath. 
Group XX Faculty member 
- Rev. Thomas Steele, S.J. 
Students: Mary Ruth Beck 
Emilie Benedict, Theodor~ 
Devoe, Thomas Foster 
William MaGuire, Michaei 
Manion, Margaret Miller 
George Ptacin, Bernadett~ 
Romero, Shirley Ryan 
Claudia Stein. ' 
Group XXI Faculty member 
Mr. Ron Brookway. 
Students: Hope Garcia, Paul 
Harris, Dan Huerter, John 
Monek, John Quinn, Pat 
Redding, . Kathryn Samson, 
Cindi Schifani, John Schuller. 
Group XXII Faculty member 
- Dr. Magnus Braunagel. . 
Students: Nancy Ballard, 
Mary Cosgrove, Mike Erker, 
Paul Harris, Thomas 
Kedrowski, Barbara Ken~ 
nedy, Kathleen Maltese, John 
Marcucci, LeeAnn Muti, 
Robert Randall, Joseph 
Schuller. 
Group XXIII , Faculty 
member - Mr. John Polich. 
Students: Denise Beineke, 
Lorie Boswell, Pat Donahue, 
Christine Lecluyse, William 
Lysaught, Paul Mailander, 
Adele McGraw, Stephen 
Meis, Don Mersman, Mary 
Saver, Michael Short. 
Group XXIV Faculty 
member Dr. Karleen 
Redle. Students: Peter 
Brandt, Thomas Dibernardo, 
Kiki Gleeson, Richard 
Hillman, Tim Martin, 
Elizabeth Menapace, David 
Timm, Maria Vlibarri. 
Group XXV Faculty member 
- Dr. G. Howard Nielsen. 
Students: Stuart Castle, Fred 
Daues, Patricia Hurley, 
James Keenan, Dennis 
Langdon, Stephen Moore, 
Sean O'Hayre, Dennis 
Rakowski, Theodore Taylor, 
Michael Wholean, John 
Young. 
Group XXVI Faculty 
-~-k~~ ~~i3'. LorL 
Konecki. Students: Mark · 
Digman, Charles Groescheil 
James Jenner, Bria~ 
Kearney, Carolyn Malloy 
Jane Hellman, Jeann~ 
Martinez, Anthony Padon 
Ja_mes Ruscetta, Jame~ 
Shields, Judy Stoll. 
Group XXVII Faculty 
member- Dr. Gary Ranck. 
Students: Christopher 
Carter, Michael Espinosa Denni~ Farrar, Job~ 
Granville, Peter Martin 
George Mazzotti, Teres~ 
P~tbone, Mary Rigney, 
Diane Schaul, Maxine Stoltz 
Adrian Swenson. ' 
Students: Thomas Costello 
Kevin Gallagher, Richard 
Griewe, James Howland 
Judith Ketter, Barbar~ 
Matori, Lael Montgomery, 
John Murphy, Francis Ryan 
Francis Schoenthaler, Ti~ 
Schlenker, Katherine Triece. 
Group IV Faculty member -
Mr. Dennis Gallagher. 
Students: Chester Belke-
witch, Thomas Cifrino, Myra 
Dlou~~y. Dawn Dunphy, 
Patncia Galligan, Patricia 
Gannon, Leonard Gaspary, 
Thomas Marre, Theodore 
Nigro, Nancy Thorn, Tim 
Toomey, Diane Wolfe. 
Group V Faculty member -
Dr. Janay Downing. Students 
Dr. Janay Downing. Stu-
dents: Lonnie Brown, Colleen 
Casey, Dan Coffey, Kevin 
Christy, Carlos Garcia, Joan 
Gray, Kathleen Lynge, Me-
linda McCaul, Cynthia 
Rolfes, Edwin Wall, Richard 
Wells , Helene Zimmermart 
Group VI Faculty member_ 
Miss Carmen Casis. 
Students: Henri Abromeit, 
John Feeney, Barbara 
Mordaunt, Richard Murphy, 
SuzanQe Brady, Hans Braun 
Mary Cunningham, Ti~ 
Kelly, Patricia Mage, Paul 
Rusin, Louise Truglio, Steve 
Valdez, Francine Velasquez. 
Group XIII Faculty member 
- Dr. Charlotte Donsky. · 
Students: Dan Berce, James 
Corrigan, Pat Curran, Jan 
Flaitz, Patrice Garrity, 
James Haggerty, Mike 
Hicks, Kathryn Noce, John 
Shanley , Virginia Timmer-
man, Charles Underwood. 
Concert Choir 
Comes to Life 
Group XIV Admin. member 
- Mr. Phil Gauthier. 
Students: Charles Ballard 
Richard DelFava. Loui~ 
United Mexican 
American Students 
By TED POSSELIUS 
In keeping with the trend of 
culturally affiliated clubs 
UMAS has emerged. Th~ 
United Mexican American 
Students have united. Their 
?bjectives: to instill pride 
mto _the Chicanos on campus, 
to mform through library 
literature, an understanding 
of the culture, and to instruct 
pre-adolescent school 
children in remedial reading. 
'The club, although not 
chartered by the student 
senate, is associated with the 
education department at 
Regis; presently their efforts 
are directed toward a 
Mexican American Problems 
class. Tutoring in reading in 
both Spanish and English is 
their most successful under-
taking. An eventual goal for 
UMAS will be better 
identification with the Na-
tional Chicano movement. · 
By DAN LIPPE 
This year the Regis Song-
sters, or more properly the 
Regis College Concert Choir 
offers a further incentive fo; 
the vocally talented student: 
that is , for the first time • 
Choir is being offered for cre-
dit, two hours worth. Barb 
Lawler, who heads up the 
Concert Choir, emphasized 
this factor. 
At present . there are about 
fifty people in the choir of 
which she estimated about 
sixty percent are women. Mr. 
Leo Frazier is the Choir's ' 
director. 
A~ to their weak and strong 
pomts, Barb said they really 
haven' t done enough work yet 
to tell. She announced that 
right now they are in the pro-
cess of working out a pro-
gram for the Denver Art 
Museum "which is quite diffi-
cult but is coming along quite 
well for as I'm concerned " 
saidBarb. ' 
Besides what they're now 
preparing for, the art 
museum concert an all-
purpose progra~ will be 
worked out. "Any time 
anyone needs us we'll b 
there," Lawler said. e 
With regard to concerts the 
only definite ones right now 
are the museum concert and 
the Christmas and Spring con-
certs -and anything 1 th , . . e se 
ey re mvited to sing . f "~opefully there'll be lots o~f· 
thmgs." 
The Christmas concert, for 
the sake of convenience will 
probably be held b~f 
semester finals. It WI.ll ore 
. con-
Sist_ of the traditional 
Chnstmas carols plus more 
contemporary ones. 
~ general concert would con-
sist _of a variety of types of 
m':ls_JC such as classical and 
s~mtual music and also 
pieces from Broadway m . 
C 1 
~~ 
a s such as "Oliver" Th ~re also working o~ t~~ 
Sounds of Silence". 
G-roup XXVIII Faculty 
member - Mr. John Flood. 
Students: Teresa Blickaan 
Mary Bolinskie, Devore~ 
Clifton, Hope Garcia, Tom 
Jeffers, Robert Keller 
Thomas Kiley, John Morton' 
Thomas Naber, Patrick 
Reedy, Anthony Tarratino 
Joan Theisen. ' 
Group XXIX Faculty 
member Mr. Ken 
Seidenstricker. Students· 
Winston Deaton, Herbert 
Plansburg, Emil Fuscsick 
J ovenna Gennaro, Cynthi~ 
Giesen, Maureen Horning, 
Robert L. . McCarthy, 
Kathleen Ratcliff, Michael 
Reis, Randy Swanson 
Thomas Tully. ' 
Group XXX Faculty member 
Mr. Frank Farina . 
Students: Theodore Devie 
Stephen Dowd, Charle~ 
Hudson, Karen Koebel, Mary 
Kresbach, Thomas Merglew-
ski, Mary Moran Charlotte 
O'Connell, Gary Siegfried, 
John Sod oro, Peter Tynan. 
Group XXXI Faculty 
member Mr. Rudy 
Sporcich. Students: Mary 
Carney, Kenneth Fletcher 
Thomas Green, Michaei 
Sasgen, Everett Smith 
Geraldine Smith, Gregor~ 
Smith, Frederick Snoy, Mary 
Vandervusch, Lawrence 
Vukinsinich, Pamela Walsh. 
Group XXXII Faculty 
member-Mr. John Coyne. 
Students: Debra Benden, 
Terry Dreda, Mary End, 
Kathleen Hennelly, Patricia 
Lec~maie-r, M.art.\\a Nl":~~'l'l., 
Cra~g . Vavak, Amy Vigil, 
Chnstme Vincent, Mark 
Stillman. 
Group XXXIII Faculty 
member - Mr. Richard 
English. Students: Lorelli 
Boyd, Janet Henry, Martha 
Ganz, Kathleen Higgins, 
Mary Hohn, Margaret 
Homan, Michael Kurt, 
Kathleen Linehan Dennis 
McLaughlin. 
1 
,--------, I SHANNON'S I 
I Barber Shop I the shop for the I particular man I 
2842 W. 44th Ave. I 1 block east of Federbl I 
closed Mondays .. 
-------
State 
Cleaners 
"Cleanliness is · 
Next to Regis" 
* Complete 
Tuxedo 
Rental 
4986 Lowell Blvd. 
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PRESIDENTIAL PROFILES 
------------------
-----·------------His hamburger is getting 
cold, his glass of milk warm 
and his time short. George 
McGovern is strolling around 
Mavis's Sunnyside Cafe, an 
old diner on the road from the 
Milwaukee airport, intro-
ducing himself to all the 
people who hadn't recognized 
him a few minutes before: 
Senator George McGovern with michael hanagan 
"Hello, I'm George 
McGovern ... Hello, I'm ... " 
He seems genuinely content 
talking plain talk with plain 
people. Nice guy. 
After lunch, McGovern 
leads his tiny entourage - a 
secretary, a 25-year-old 
advance man and two 
reporters - out to their two 
rented cars. It seems unreal 
that anything like this could 
ever turn into the 
Presidency, and one of the 
reporters, accustomed to 
Birch Bayh's private jet and 
Ed Muskie's motorcades and 
police escorts, complains 
about what a drag this is. 
That's McGovern's prob~em, 
the reporter observes. He's 
not exciting. Is he really 
serious about becoming 
President? 
Yes. But the problem is in 
fact that by conventional 
political measures McGovern 
is not a glamorous figure. 
Another reporter has even 
commented that whatever 
the opposite of charisma is, 
McGovern has a ton of it. He 
is tall enough - about 6 feet l 
- and trjm from regular 
workouts in the Senate gym. 
And he has le--arned that there 
are some ways a man can 
improve his image without 
sacrificing his principles; he 
now dresses in modish, well-
tailored suits and wears 
colorful shirts and wide tie::.. 
And at 48, he is growing bald 
but remains handsome, 
leading women meeting him 
for the first time to say (with 
a little surprise, for he is 
- anything but bewitching on 
television) things like: "Why, 
he's a fine-looking man!" 
But McGovern doesn't seem 
-aggressive enough. He 
radiates pleasantness, not 
power. He just doesn't turn 
people on. 
yet one of the ironies of the 
1972 campaign is that this 
supposedly boring man is 
perhaps one of the most 
challenging candidates in 
sight. He may come closer 
than any competitor' to 
achieving the "fundamental 
re-ordering of priorities'' that 
has become a liberal cliche. 
McGovern's voting record in 
the Senate has, in fact, been 
one of the most impressively 
liberal. McGovern has been 
speaking against the U.S.'s 
military intervention in 
Vietnam since 1963. Even 
without the inside informa-
tion now revealed in the 
secret Pentagon papers, he 
opposed the escalation in 
early 1965 from the moment it 
began. · 
But withdrawal from 
Vietnam is not enough, 
according to McGovern. He 
believes that if we are to truly 
reverse our national prior-
ities and restore sanity to our 
national life, we must have a 
President whose thinking is 
cor.npletely free from tb.e last 
vestiges oi the co\d war 
paranoia which led to our 
Vietnam involvement in the 
first place. 
"Keeping our NATO forces 
in Europe alone costs us $14 
billion. Yet many Senators 
who voted for the McGovern-
Hatfield Amendment calling 
for total withdrawal from 
Vietnam by the end of this 
year voted against the 
Mansfield proposal to cut our 
NA.:I'O forces in half." 
''This is what I mean by cold 
war paranoia - the thinking 
which dictates that 25 years 
after World War II, we must 
keep half a million American 
troops in Europe to defend 
the 250 million people of 
·western Europe from 200 
million Russians, who 
meanwhile have to worry 
about 700 million Chinese at 
their back door! " 
"How can we possibly 
justify such an expenditure at 
a time when $3 to $4 billion 
extra a year could end 
hunger in America; when an 
extra $4 billion a year could 
eliminate substandard 
housing; when our Federal 
government is spending Jess 
than half a billion for clean 
water and hardly $100 million 
for clean air? " 
The McGovern strategy for 
winning the nomination is 
simple enough. Muskie is his 
chief rival, and starts way 
ahead not McGovern 
'insists, because of any real 
support but because of some 
good breaks that could have 
come as easily to someone 
else. One of half a dozen 
Democratic hopefuls gamb- . 
ling on the "Hope he 
stumbles" principle, Mc-
Govern insists that. as the 
n<UX>TH>iDz>-.JUU~.!<.JllL J:he....TY..L!DXd 
wi\\ show that he is better 
qualified to lead the country, 
rather than find the 
consensus and follow it. Take 
Vietnam, for instance. Even 
if Muskie is now a dove, and 
even if the war is not much of 
an issue by 1972, M.cGovern 
says, Vietnam demonstrates 
M ini-lnterviews With New Teachers 
At the end of every August, a 
torrent of freshmen, a burst of 
enthusiasm and a flock of new 
teachers arrive at Regis; here 
are a few of the instructors. 
Mr. Markus remarked of Regis, 
"What I've seen of it so far I kind 
of like." There is a unique kind of 
atmosphere. He admires the 
method of rule enforcement here 
- for example, an on-campus 
bar- which shows on the part of 
the administrators an "insight 
from leaders toward the control 
of the problem." There is also a 
"relaxed attitude" among the 
Mr. Markus-
students. 
He teaches two courses -
Adaptation and Human Ecology. 
Adaptation "looks at different 
kinds of cultures" and how they 
relate to their environment. In 
Human Ecology the real 
dilemma for him is, "Are you 
going to follow the book or 
introduce different ideas." 
Sometimes introducing new 
ideas upsets people. He intends to 
make the course more 
interesting by supplementing it 
with films. "I wonder if the books 
are enough." 
"One reason I like it is because 
it's rather small," Mr. Osborne 
Mr. Osborne 
said of Regis, and there's a 
"personal atmosphere - the 
students seem to feel that 
education is personal and 
therefore important to them." 
As to his Speech course he said, 
"Speech is as essential as 
reading and writing or any other 
form of communications." Even 
more so because we speak and 
listen a lot more than we read. or 
write. "I teach it as a practice 
course in the most basic form of 
communication." Another 
important factor he cited was 
that "it is the most prevalent 
form of interpersonal commun-
ication." He sees it as a practical 
class. 
Mr. Osborne also emphasized 
that he teaches a T-heatre class, 
Dramatic Literature, which is 
new at Regis. In the Spring he'll 
be teaching Acting and he will be 
directing two plays. When asked 
"Why?" he replied simply and 
honestly, "Because I love it! .. 
"I've not had too much associ-
ation with the campus yet," Dr. 
Pace explained. "I am 
impressed with the faculty 
members in this department. .. 
She gets along well with them 
and stated, " there's no 
hassling. " As to the students she 
said, "The people are fairlY" 
good." 
Dr. Pace 
She teaches physiology, a 
course which is hard to teach 
because it can include almost 
. anything. She may go if! to 
"depths which are possibly more 
than may be required." For 
example, everyone has heard 
aboutenzymes, but she intends to 
go into what they are and how 
they work. 
Muskie's failing as a leader: 
"I like Ed, but the first time I 
remember Ed saying 
anything at all about 
Vietnam was at Chicago, 
where he was the leader in 
the floor fight against the 
peace plank. Everybody's 
against the war now, and it 
requires neither courage nor 
intelligence to speak out. The -
question is whether we can 
afford that excessive caution 
wnen we· lr ne t~curg; om 
problems where we can't 
wait 10 years to decide what 
the right course is." 
Now, while Muskie develops 
the reputation for holding 
back, looking for the 
consensus on the touchy 
issues and hitting hard on the 
easy ones like the environ-
ment, McGovern figures to 
establish his own brand of 
"charisma," the soft-spoken 
idealist of such frank honesty 
as to be, above all, trust-
- worthy something 
important at a time of so little 
faith in the word of 
politicians. 
Already,.McGovern is being 
applauded by supporters for 
his courage in staying so far 
on the left when the conven-
tional wisdom is that the 
country has moved to the 
right. He admits that "Quite 
frankly, I am not a 'centrist' 
candidate. There is never any 
shortage of candidates 
willing to find and occupy the 
center at any given moment. " 
If the country has indeed 
moved to the right, it may be 
reflected in McGovern's 
limited support: Even with a 
running start candidacy 
announced a full year ahead 
of th~,!. first presidential 
primary, McGovern pulls 
only 6 percent support among 
Democratic voters an 
improvement over 2 percent 
when he first announced in 
January, but still not very 
encouraging, __ 
n<l tn ugn cu. o 
optimism is real, his scenario 
is tenuous. McGovern's 
liberal support is almost sure 
to be seriously eroded when 
Eugene McCarthy and John 
Lindsay announce their 
candidacies. But even if he 
can remain the sole owner of 
the old Kennedy-McCarthy 
forces, and even if Muskie 
remains the prime compe-
tition, in politics as in 
everything else, momentum 
builds its own momentum, 
and Muskie seems to have it 
all. 
The biggest question now is 
whether the country is ready 
for George McGovern, with 
his refusal to bend toward the 
so-called middle of the road, 
where most of the voting 
traffic generally passes. 
"If McGovern has a 
problem," says his campaign -
manager, Gary Hart, a 33-
year-old Denver lawyer who 
worked for Robert Kennedy 
in 1968, "it's that he' s right on 
the issues too soon. " 
Italian Club: Another 
Event Packed Year 
The Italian Club is into 
another "event packed" 
year. Starting off by 
sponsoring the very success-
ful "Organization Nignt," the 
club now has plans for 
several parties, and an Art 
Festival, and hot pants con-
test. 
Club President, Bob 
Zarlengo, says that the first 
party will be Oct. 9. Bubbles 
will rise from the club's 
famous champagne party on 
Nov. 13. · The annual 
Halloween party will be held-
at the Ridge Home for 
retarded children. The club is 
also sponsoring a drown night 
and hot pants contest on 
Sunday, Oct. 24, and the Arts 
Festival is planned for Nov. · 
21-26. The club's intramural 
football team tasted victory 
in their -first two games. 
Membership this year will 
be limited to 100 people. 
Members of all national 
origins are welcome. The 
dues are $7 a semester, so if 
you are interested in having a 
good time and meeting other 
people with the same 
interest, now ill the time to 
join. Bob Za-rlengo can be 
reached at 237-1563. 
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Mitchell Talks • • • 
· In The New About The Old 
By Kathy Vilim 
Dr. Bruce Mitchell, eminent authority on Old 
English Language and Literature, honored 
Regis College with three one-hour lectures on 
September 28 and 29. Dr. Mitchell, currently 
enroute to his home in Oxford, England, after 
visiting his family in Australia, a rrived in 
Denver Tuesday morning. 
The Australian-born educator and author 
was born 51 years ago. He received his B.A. 
degree in English Literature from the 
University of Melbourne in 1940. From 1941 to 
1946 he interrupted his studies to serve under 
the Australian Army. Upon leaving the Army 
he "tried the business world, but didn't like 
it," and so, in 1948, Dr. Mitchell was back at 
the University of Melbourne doing research 
on his M.S., a thesis on Old English Syntax. 
From 1950-1952, Professor Mitchell taught in 
the English Department of the University of 
Melbourne, and the following year he was 
awarded the Australian National University 
Scholarship for study at Merton College, 
Oxford. lie received his Master of Arts 
Degree from Oxford in 1955, and was elected 
Fellow of St. Edmund Hall, Oxford, and Tutor 
in English Language and Literature the same 
year. In 1959-the witty and congenial lecturer 
received his Doctor of Philosophy degree, and 
in 1963 he was appointed University Lecturer 
in Old English at Oxford University, which is 
recognized today as one of the two oldest 
Farley's Flyers 
This Year 
Going Professional 
The Rangers are back for 
another competitive year on 
the slopes. Leading the team 
..., ... "" ~.uv .. ln::a v tC~VllVU~ yca1 
on the boards is Coach Philip 
Farley. 
The team had its first 
meeting September 29th in 
the fieldhouse. At this time 
the general outline of what 
was to come was presented to 
the team by Coach Farley. 
Farley's Flyers are going pro-
fessional this year, because 
of a new ruling by the Rocky 
Mountain Intercollegiate 
Skiing Association. It stated 
each of its members must be 
in uniform to race. There-
fore, each member on the 
Ranger squad will be clad in 
"Brown and Gold" as they 
flash through the gates. 
educational centers in the world. Dr. Mitchell 
has written several scholarly articles and 
monographs , including his "Student 
Handbook of Old English," which is currently 
used daily by English students at Colorado 
University. 
The topics of the three lectures delivered by 
the prominent educator were: Life in Anglo-
Saxon England, The Language of Chaucer, 
and The Language of Shakespeare. Handout 
sheets citing the various Old English passages 
to which Dr. Mitchell referred in his last two 
talks were distributed to students upon 
entering lecture halls. Although the lecture 
topics chosen were much too broad for Dr. 
Mitchell to go into specifics, his lectures were 
admirably thorough for the time involved. 
When asked if he felt that the American 
college student audience responded 
differently to his lectures than his Oxford 
students, Dr. Mitchell replied that he found 
both groups "equally enthusiastic and 
attentive." However, he made the point that 
at Oxford the tutorial system is especially 
employed, a system where he delivers his 
lectures to no more than two or three people at 
one time. This, he feels, is one of the main 
differences in the two educational systems. 
A reception in honor of Dr. Mitchell was held 
by Fr. Coll, a former student, in the 
President's Lounge Wednesday afternoon. 
This year's hopefuls are 
veterans; Steve Moss. an 
elite racer, Rob Bryans, the 
captain of the team, Ed 
DeFrancia, Rich Codie, Mark 
Schnieder, and Bob Christie, 
all class Bracers. The team's 
downhill specialist is the 
"Duck" . A new face on this 
year's squad and a great 
hopeful is freshman, Ryan " ••. Remember, Keep in step or I'll tigh~en the strings." 
, Miller, another elite racer. 
Coach Farley wants to start a 
women's team but only one 
young lady showed up, others 
are encouraged to join. 
Support for the team is 
being provided by the Siger 
Ski Club and the Regis 
· Athletic Dept. Without the 
support of these two generous 
organizations the team would 
not even be able to purchase 
tow tickets. 
Regis will sponsor a race 
sometime in January. The 
event will be a giant slalom. 
They will be competing 
against schools who are 
members of the R.M.I.S .A. 
So do your part, come watch 
and actively support your 
team so they can have 
another successful year! 
LETTER TO THE EDITOR1 
(continued from page 2) 
of Carroll Hall) Carol Tynan 
and Glenn Churchill (day stu-
dents.) The resident students 
represent those who eat their 
meals in the cafeteria, while 
the day students represent 
those who eat their meals in 
· snacks in the snack bar. The 
purpose of the committee is 
not only .to air the gripes any-
one may have about the food 
and services, but also to act 
as mediator between the stu-
dents and ARA. Any sugges~ 
tions concerning variations in 
the meals and service are 
welcome. Everyone is invited 
to attend the meetings which 
are held every other Tuesday 
at 5: 45 p.m. in the Faculty 
Lounge. The next meeting 
will be October 19th. 
One last thing that we would 
like to mention concerns the 
bussing of trays. According 
to the contract between ARA 
and Regis, the food service is 
not required to bus the trays-
the students are responsible 
for ·this. Consequently, when 
the trays are not bussed, 
ARA must use budgeted food 
money for this purpose, there-
fore , students loose out in the 
end. 
The Food Committee 
October 8, 1971 A.D. 
EVERY PICTURE 
TELLS A STORY 
By KEVIN M. MCSHANE 
My first encounter with Rod 
Stewart occurred about two 
and one half years ago, when 
I bought the Jeff Beck Truth 
album. I bought the album 
mainly because I admired 
Beck as a guitarist. Beck's· 
guitar on the album was dis-
appointing. As a white blues 
guitarist he was quite effec-
tive, but in trying to play 
blues like a black man he be-
came downright pretentious. 
The one highlight of the 
album was Rod Stewart on 
vocals. His voice has been 
described as sounding " like a 
man singing underwater" . At 
first listening, Stewart seems 
a bit pompous, perhaps even 
self-ipdulgent. After a 
while though, the listener 
finally comes to the realiza-
tion that, in his own way, 
Stewart is being honest and 
sincere. And that's about all 
that you can ask from a rock 
and roll vocalist. 
With the release of Every 
Picture Tells a Story, Rod 
Stewart has possibly reached 
his peak of singing and 
writing ability. His phrasing 
reaches from the depths of 
despair to the heights of 
happiness. And then there 
are the songs. "Mandolin 
Wind" has to be one of the 
most beautiful songs ever 
written. It is a song about 
loyalty and Jove, and Stewart 
e.<>ptv~ these fee/Lngs as if 
he were using - a camera. 
"When the rains came 1 I 
thought you'd leave I cause I 
knew how much I you loved 
the sun. I But you chose to 
stay I stay and keep me 
warm I through the darkest 
nights I've ever known. /" 
Match up these words with a 
melody that is deceptively 
country, and you've got a 
combination that caputure 
perfectly a fleeting moment 
of the past. The mandolin is 
so appropriate that it almost 
makes you cry, and when the 
song appears to be over, 
Stewart hits you r.ight in the 
face with "Coldest winter I in 
almost fourteen years", so 
that it almost takes your 
breath away. 
"Maggie May" is the story 
of a young man who is finding 
it difficult to leave his girl, 
even though he knows he 
shoutd. Stewart describes the 
young mans dilemma in a 
way that makes you feel like 
the problem belongs to you. 
The title song of the album is 
the real rocker. It makes use 
of the innocence-to-ex-
perience theme quite ade-
quately, and again Stewart 
refuses to let you know when 
the song is going to be over. 
Mick Waller's drums keep 
the song moving at a fluid 
pace, and Ron Wood's guitar, 
while reeking a bit of Stephen 
Stills, is quite pleasant. 
The rest of the songs are all 
rather second rate, with the 
possible exception of Tim 
Hardin's "Reason to Be-
lieve", which sounds as if it 
were written for Stewart. 
"I'm Losing You", "Seems 
Like a Long Time", "That's 
All Right", and Dylan's 
"Tomorrow Is Such a Long 
Time" are saved only by 
Stewart's voice and the ex-
cellent backup of Wood, Wal-
ler, Ian McLaglen, and Mar-
tin Quittenton. 
W.iZh '"Every Picture Tells a 
Story", Rod Stewart has 
placed himself among the 
charismatic superstars (who-
ever they are), such as Pete 
Townsend, Mick Jagger, and 
Ian Anderson. His popularity 
by now is probably so wide-
spread that he is in danger of 
being distorted, much in the 
same way that Townsend has 
been distorted. Stewart can 
avoid this predicament by not 
taking himself too seriously, 
maintaining his simplicity in 
song writing, arid not losing 
his wonderful voice. 
COMPLETE DINNER 
USDA Choic~ Chuckwagon Sirloin Dinner 
Complete with Potato, Salad & Bread 
Reg. $1.65 Special with this ad . 
$1.30 
offer good Oct. 11 thru Oct. 15 
Stop by and .PiCk up Y~ur Regis Discount Card 
Wear Your MR. STEAK BUTTON and 
Get Your Drink Freel 
to go orders open till 10 p.m. 
weekends 
~~~~(. \ r. ~~ BANQUET FACILITIES AVAILABLE 
: ~~ll_· ~ 44th and Sheridan 
1- 8 ~ . m Phone 424-6131 
• MR. STEAK • \Ve u·ant to make Re:,:i.t 811~iues.t Our Bu.tine . ,. 
••••••• WILD WORLD OF SPORTS ••••••• 
Due to the fact that the 
enti re WWS staff dis-
appeared last week (it is 
rumored they are all 
wondering about in a drunken 
stupor at YURKO 'S) this ar-
ticle is written by the Head 
Organ. 
, 
We have. a wide variety of 
teams this year and this is 
how we see 'em. 1) Head 
Organ, 2) Krabs, 3) Fertile 
Crescent, 4) Pumpers, 5) 
Snatch, 6) Rho Chi, 7) Case, 
B) Royal Suns, 9) Nazgul, 10) 
Brown Baggers Note* This is 
not a football poll but was 
judged according to Mike 
Gleason's statistics on bar 
attendance. 
Football got off to a big start 
this week: The Brothers led 
by the heroics of QB Jim 
Renona upset the highly re-
garded Pumpers. One excuse 
for the Pumper loss was the 
absence of their big star, 
Stitch Luff who suffered mul-
tiple injuries when he fell off 
his chair. Contrary to popular 
rumor, in the highly pub-
licized 'H~ad Organ - AKY 
contest Head Organ did not 
lose ... they just ran out of 
time! 
In Thursday's games Nate's 
Raiders, under the super-
vision of who else routed 
Snatch. In case you are not 
familiar with Snatch, they 
are AKY's taxi squad. It is 
rumored Nate is not going to 
shave until Fertile Crescent 
wins the championship. Nate 
has scheduled a commercial• 
for Gillette which can be seen 
in November, 1974. In the 
other contest the Brown 
Baggers, otherwise known as 
the Italian Club, defeated 
Nazgul. It is our opinion that 
Nazgul ought to go back to 
surfing. 
We are happy to announce 
the recent engagement of 
William B.O. Hart to Jan 
"the Bucker" Buckley. A 
June wedding is planned in 
beautiful downtown Las 
Vegas. Everyone is welcome 
and will be accomodated 
courtesy of the Buckley's at 
the Sahara. This is definitely 
movie material. Dickie 
"click click" will begin 
filming .,.as soon as he is 
paroll'ed from the federal 
penitentiary at San Quentin. 
We would like to make a 
room change announcement. 
John Whitaker can no longer 
be located at 330 Desmet as 
he and his cohorts have : 
moved to the urban housing 
project. 
For all you gamblers who 
were involved in the Fresh-
man Frolic Bring Home the 
Turkey Contest, Dave "the 
Hawk" Sondag brought it 
home at 8: 05 p.m. He easily 
nosed out underdog John 
Pitko III who didn't bring it · 
home until 3:30 a.m. In-
cidently sports fans, the Pit 
was a 350 to 1 shot! Hawk's 
performance earned him a 
job with May D&F modeling 
pajamas in the second floor 
lobby. 
The leaders in the Campus 
Couple Contest, Ed Wahl and 
" Fast" Sharon, have been all 
but eliminated with Eddie's 
sudden hospitalization. The 
new leaders are Steve Nabors 
and Diane Schaul. 
Nabors and Diane Schaul 
better get it on fast because 
Rip Fernholtz and Murph the 
Surf are putting on the pres-
sure from the No. 2 spot. Rip 
and Murph were not avail-
able for comment because 
they were at a local bar 
bowling. Keep bowling Rip! 
Morgan Lavin jumped into 
action last week when he 
sanctioned an entire fresh-
man wing for tar and feather-
ing their R.A., Rob Van 
Semert. Try to show a little 
more authority, Rob. 
With the recent visit of 
THE SECOND STRING TAKES OVER 
Rules Of Order 
r 
(continued from page 2) 
J:<'r. Stansell leaned back lazily 
in his chair and arched the last 
paper wad into the ashtry. 
"Gentlemen," he said , " as one 
highly interested in the preserva-
tion of Judeo-Christ.ian tn.ldi-
tions, I nominate Mr. Flood and 
J ohn Lamb to the committee.·· 
"Wha t the hell for?'' someone 
asked. 
" That should be obvious,· ·· 
Stansell replied with a disgusted 
sneer . "A lamb and a flood ... 
what better way to give the com-
mi ttee a n Old-Testame nt 
flavor?" 
"B rilli a nt , amaz ing, in-
c redible' " everyone yelled. 
" Thank-you' " said Fr. Stansell 
triumphantly. 
"A ll right, .. Chairman Casey 
sa id, rising to his feet and 
promptly dumping the asht ray 
with his elbow. Hoots of laughter 
flew at him. "Idiot, dumkoff, 
klutz' "everyone jerred. 
"Speaking of klutzes,.. Baker 
asked, " has anyone heard of this 
guy Klocker?" No one answered. 
"Well , on the basis of hi s name 
a nd our in terest in fa ir 
representation, I nominate him 
as our token stumblebum. 
They all agreed it was a tru ly 
great idea. 
" Tha t's five down a nd two to 
go, " Casey said. " Before we 
continue , I would like to 
commend everyone on the fine 
job they are doing. I never knew 
being president could be so much 
fun ." 
Fr. Stansell slowly rose to say 
something. He stood swaying a 
moment. then collapsed in a heap 
under the table . 
"Orderly! " Casey shouted. 
Two scholastics . dressed in 
white, ente red, loaded the loaded 
father up, and exited. 
" Okay," Fr. Casey continued. 
" I am the sovereign . and as I 
cannot both serve and be elected 
at the same time. I nominate Mr. 
Ke lly, a regent, to serve as my 
puppet." 
" Why Kelly? .. someone asked. 
"Why not ·>·· VerdiPck replied. 
"Well a ll r ight... everyone 
shouted enthusiastically. l'r 
Miller was standing, wild ly 
swinging an empty bott le over 
his head. 
"One mo re," sa id Casey , "How 
many J esuits have we got? .. 
There was a hu rried, concerned 
conference. 
"Holy slip up'.. Baker 
exclaimed, clapping his hand in 
dismay aga inst his forehead. 
"Only one' " 
"Aw shit," someone com-
mented with disgust. 
Verdieck snapped to his feet. 
"Herr gentlement, how about der 
Fr. Steele?" 
"Why him ?" Baker dema nded. 
"Aw, shut up." Casey decreed, 
" He' ll do . Gentlemen, I propose 
we toast to the success of the com-
mittee." 
" Yeah, a nd move we 
adjourn," shouted Fr. Baker. 
" I'll drink to both of those," the 
secretary exclaimed , gustily 
smashing her glass against the 
wall and chugging straight from 
the bottle. 
Correction 
In the last issue of the Brown 
and Gold, on page eight, 
there was a mistake con-
cerning the Regis college bar 
ad. Instead of reading that 
• 
F .A.C. night is eight to 
eleven, it should have read 
that F .A.C. is three to six on 
Friday afternoons . . 
Ginny O'Brien's boyfriend we 
realize that O.B . is spoken 
for. Hands off hustlers! It's 
about time he made the scene 
after Ginny blabbered about 
him for a year and a half. 
However, we're still not sure 
whether or not he was paid. 
Camp Keough was bustling 
with activity last week. After 
Bob Christy's party, his 
entire trailer was seen 
floating in the air. 
Bob "Simba" Schmitz, a 
transfer student from Africa 
U., recently hosted a poker 
game in the ghetto. It seems 
the stakes were not money 
and Simba was caught 
stacking the decks to make 
the game more interesting. 
Supposedly, several people 
lost their shirts off their 
backs after just the first 
hand, with many hands left to 
play. 
Questions we · want 
answered: Hawk: What 
really goes on inside a girl's 
john? Mike Bookmeyer: Do 
all your dates powder their 
nose for three hours? John 
Roselli : When are you going 
to get your other pair of pants 
out of the cleaners? Wild Bill: 
How are sales at Berkley 
Grade School? Bugs Moran: 
Are you mad at the man who 
sells razors? Greg Long: 
Wouldn't it be more 
enjoyable laying on a water 
bed instead of underneath it? 
The authors of this article 
have wisely taken sanctuary 
along with the WWS staff at 
Yurko's . 
Give Blood 
cool Rho Chi 
Rho Chi· Sigma is proud to 
announce that Dr . Ranck has 
been appointed the new 
moderator for the coming 
school year. With the help of 
Dr. Ranck, the brothers of 
Rho Chi Sigma are planning 
to put on an ecology fair in 
the near future . As most 
science students know and 
for those students who never 
. set foot in the science 
building, ecology is one of Dr. 
Rancks main interests. 
The brothers ha\'e started 
off the football season with a 
strong team coached by Hank 
Quatmann and his assistant 
Jim Tovera, with the helpful 
assistance of Mr. Donovan 
and Mr. Lachkar of the 
faculty . 
Rho Chi Sigma is at present 
try_ing to complete arrange-
ments to have Belle Bonfils 
come to the college so that 
the students and faculty can 
give blood to the Regis 
Account. This account was 
set up for a ny pe rson 
connected with the school 
who at any time needs blood. 
Through this arrangement, it 
would be available upon re-
quest. It is hoped that a 
record number of pints will 
be donated by the Regis 
College organization. Anyone 
eighteen or over can give 
blood .i;without parential con-
sent. For those under 
eighteen, you are asked to 
write home and ask your 
parents for permission in 
writing , so that you too will 
be able to donate blood. The 
life you save , may be your 
own! 
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REGIS COLLEGE 
STUDENTS WITH 
SPARE TIME? 
LITTLE SISTERS OF 
ALPHA KAPPA PSI 
Geography, 
Government 
and History 
"A taxi is always a vehicle 
that seems to dissolve in the 
rain." 
1 ht Old 1 t/l~U:Jt-
~L__rf,s ~ -~.-~~ 
/ ( ·I I 
"Never hit a man when 
he's down. He may get up 
again." 
4901 Lowell Blvd. 
455-4531 
PerJollalizeJ Servit:e 
BEN arid VIRGINIA 
HOURS: 
Weekdays, 8 a.m. to 11 p.m. 
Friday and Saturday 
8 a.m. to Midnight 
The Denver School Volunteer 
Program, Inc. is looking for 
Regis College students who 
would be interested in working 
-with Junior High School students 
in reading on a one-to-one basis. 
Volunteers are asked to give two 
hours either morning or after-
noon to work with disadvantaged 
students in school during the 
school day. The volunteer works 
with the same two students for 
the full school year, and must 
therefore, commit himself for 
that period of time. Anyone may 
volul)teer who feels he is able to 
work with a student in reading.. 
Educational and remedial 
reading courses are not required 
to volunteer. The DSVP Program 
will be in operation this year at 
Horace Mann Junior High 
School, 4130 Navajo St., which is 
very close to Regis. A student at 
· Horace Mann is waiting for you 
to help him in reading and to 
motivate him for other class· 
room work. Please help! Contact 
Mrs. Ruth Bush.- 798-2656. 
~-------------1 :~~~~J~r·.~: 
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I 2 WHEELS LTD. I 
I Bicycle Sales I 
I and Repair I 
I I 
. I Trade ins on all foreign I 
and domestic bicycles 
I I 1 3707 W. 73rd Westminster I 
I 428-7998 J 
-------------
MAURO'S 
STANDARD 
4880 Federal 
·'· AMERICAN ••• 
Complete One 
Stop Service 
24 HRS. 
Rear Wheel Align. 
You 
By GERI GERHARD 
The Little Sisters of Alpha 
Kappa Psi have begun or· 
ganizing for the year 1971-72 at 
Regis College. 
Last semester ten girls pledged 
the Alpha Kappa Psi fraternity. 
They are now an associated or· 
ganization known as The Little 
Sisters of Alpha Kappa Psi. They 
are not a sorority, but have the 
structure of a well-known 
fraternity behind them. It is their 
hope to meet the social, 
academic and personal expecta-
tions of the Regis coed. 
The fraternity's Fall Pre-
Pledge party will be co-
sponsored by the Little Sisters, 
their first major social event. 
Through the helpful efforts of the 
Director of College Relations, 
Mr. Andy Martelon, the Little 
Sisters will be involved in various 
college functions. Many events at 
Regis which have gone unnoticed 
in the past may take on new 
• • 
want to help 
people. 
Then make it 
your 
business. 
We've put together a work book 
and sound track that levels with 
you about a career as a North· 
. western Mutual agent. Send for 
it. Find out how you can start a 
rewarding career right now on 
your campus. 
Bob, Carol, 
Ted, and Alice, got 
.their clock radio 
at Team . 
~~l > 
llff [)[\1(,,., . 
- FOR .-.DI\ I!W.\1'> 
NORTHWESTERN MUTUAl LIFE· MilWAUKEE 
We're the world's largest company spec~lizing 
in individual life insurance. 
Send your name and 
address to: 
KATE MANCKE 
818 17th St. Suite 1111 
Denver, Colo. 80202 
Hot off the press! 
FREE 1972 Stereo Component 
Catalogue 
significance under the coordina-
tion of the Little Sisters. They 
will be continually involved in the 
women's athletic program this 
fall, as time and score keepers 
for the football games. 
The personal involvement of 
each of the members is perhaps 
seen best in the most obvious 
fraternal characteristic, 
pledging. The Little Sisters of 
Alpha Kappa Psi on October 12 
will begin its first pledge class 
for thirty girls. The Mistress of 
Rituals, Kay Pettibone, and H.C. 
Pam McDonough will coordinate 
the activities this semester. They 
will be similar to those of last 
semester, with minor variations 
to accommodate the uniqueness . 
of the situation i.e., their close 
affiliation with Alpha Kappa Psi. 
With the completion of The 
Little Sisters' first goal, expan-
sion, they will be able to con· 
centrate on establishing an effec-
tive, active, diverse organization. 
• 
For the first time in it's history, 
Regis College will offer a course 
in geography, history and govern-
ment, department chairman 
Donald Salmon has announced. 
Designated "History 300," the 
new geography course will be 
taught by Dr. Glenn Dahlem of 
the education department, who 
has an undergraduate major in 
the subject. It is open to all 
students with sophomore or 
higher standing, and required for 
social studies teacher certifica-
tion. 
According to Dahlem, 
geography is the study of where 
things are, compared to history, 
which asks when, mathematics 
which asks how much, or 
science, which asks why. It will 
be taught from 1: 30 to 2: 45 
Tuesdays and Thursdays this 
coming record semester, he said. 
Bob, Carol, Ted, and Alice believe in living the 
good life. Part of their method is the clock radio 
they got from TEAM Electronics. No harsh buz-
zer or alarm interrupts their sleep -just beautiful 
music to awaken them gently. When they retire 
for the night, there's a sieep timer that gives 
them up to an hour of smooth music and then 
shuts off automatically. 
Bob, Carol, Ted, and Alice recommend the good 
!ife and a fine clock radio from TEAM. 
9232 W. 58TH AVE. (RALSTON RD.) 
ARVADA PLAZA CENTER 
(NEXT TO FURR'S CAFETERIA) 
ARVAPA, COLO. 80002 
MON. • FRI. 11 :00 AM • 9:00 PM 
SAT. 9:00AM· 6:00 PM 
SUN. 12:00 NOON • 5:00 PM 
421·5824 
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